When I think of Fordham, I think of passion and engagement. I think of work ethic that is surpassed by none—the hardworking, roll-up-your-sleeves work ethic that says these individuals are going to be committed; they’re going to be loyal and dedicated; and they’re going to do what it takes to get the job done.

One of Fordham’s most prominent strengths is the practical instruction provided by its diverse and highly accomplished faculty. That faculty includes not only renowned scholars but also outstanding legal practitioners. This potent mix of academia and practical experience introduces Fordham Law students not only to the theoretical but also the practical sides of the law. When those students graduate and become lawyers, they are ready to approach problems with a comprehensive understanding of the law, as well as its practical effect.

As an evening student at Fordham Law, I was fortunate to learn with classmates from a wide variety of professional backgrounds. The diverse backgrounds of my classmates exposed me to many different perspectives and resulted in a very praxis-oriented education. I continue to benefit from that experience.

The practical side of the Fordham education I received has been of great value to me. It’s not simply theoretical. It really teaches you how to practice law, not simply how to think about practicing law.

For more than a century, Fordham Law graduates have helped build and enhance America’s most prominent firms, corporations, and public service endeavors. Their beneficial presence is evident in 49 states and 80 countries worldwide. That presence is significant in the Boston area, where Fordham Law graduates are practitioners in the most prominent firms. These Boston-based Fordham lawyers form a vital network through the area as well as a connection to current Fordham Law students who are intent on practicing there.

Now you can tap into the wealth of Boston-focused Fordham Law students through the Fordham Law Resume Advance Program.

It’s a no-risk program that quickly and efficiently brings motivated, talented individuals to your attention.
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Resume Advance
Fordham Law’s Resume Advance Program is the fastest, most direct way for out-of-town employers who have not yet participated in our On-Campus Interview Program to familiarize themselves with the well-qualified, extremely motivated, high-performing students of Fordham Law.

Nationally recognized for the quality of its scholarship as well as its focus on the craft of lawyering and instilling a spirit of public service, Fordham's complete legal education shapes uniquely qualified graduates. In fact, Fordham Law is one of the top 25 law schools measured in terms of Class of 2017 initial employment with Big Law (firms with 101+ attorneys) and federal clerkships reported to the ABA.

No Risk, No Fee
Through this program, employers have no advance commitment to interview at Fordham Law. Registered employers receive resumes from students with a strong interest in working at their organizations in their cities. Upon review of the resumes, employers have the option to schedule a visit to Fordham Law to interview as many or as few students as they wish. Employers receive resumes in early July, and there is no fee to participate in this program.

High Rewards
Employers have 100% selection of the students they wish to interview. This differs from the traditional Fall On-Campus Interview Program, where employers select only 60% of the students on their interview schedules. The Resume Advance Program serves to introduce employers from across the nation to the strength of our exceptional student body—a strength that attracts hundreds of repeat participating employers to our On-Campus Interview Program each year.

Flexibility
Employers who choose to visit Fordham Law after reviewing resumes have their choice of interview dates during our Early Interview Week. In 2019, Early Interview Week will take place July 29–August 1. This portion of the program typically coincides with Early Interview Week programs at Columbia and NYU, giving employers the convenience of making one interview trip to New York City.

How to Participate
Interested employers should contact Assistant Dean Suzanne Endrizzi via email at sendrizzi@law.fordham.edu or by phone at 212-636-7157.
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